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Artists’ Books Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
School of Creative Arts, Department of Art and Design
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
Artists’ Books by Randy Klein

Centre (mac) in Birmingham (1997, 1994), and the European
Academy in London (2000, 1997) My most recent exhibition
was a solo show of sculptures inspired by the Divine Comedy of
Dante at the Istituzione Biblioteca Classense in Ravenna, from
12 Sept to 20 October 2008. I am represented by GX Gallery
London, where a show of recent paintings was on from 7-20
November 2008. www.randyklein.co.uk

8th December 2008 to 11th January 2009
My work has been diverse across a wide range of media.
What has held the strands of my artistic practice together
has been the narrative. Therefore it has been natural for me to
work with the artist’s book. It has given me an opportunity to
compress the diversity of media between two covers and stitch
it into a binding. The book has been a laboratory for ideas, a
repository for image and writing, a diary and travel journal.

Coney Island Randy Klein, 2001

About my sculpture, John Russell Taylor has written:
Some artists have to labour long and hard to translate their
ideas into sculptural form. The results are not always bad,
but they always retain a certain heavy, mechanical quality.
How much better to be like Randy Klein, who seems to
think in sculptural terms as easily and directly as the bird
sings. John Russell Taylor The Times
Florida Randy Klein, 1997

Sculpture has been a central practice for me, and I have created
outdoor public sculpture which is sited in many public locations,
including a 25 ft. stainless steel sculpture in Brimmington Park,
on the Old Kent Road in London, and a sculpture for Paterson
Park in Bermondsey.
My books and prints are in many private and public collections,
including the Museum of Modern Art New York, the Getty, the
Brooklyn Museum, Tate Gallery, the British Museum, the
Victoria and Albert Museum, and the New York Public Library.
I have now held over 30 solo exhibitions. Since moving to
London in 1984, I have exhibited widely in the UK, France, and
Italy, while continuing to exhibit in the US. Many of these solo
exhibitions have been in public galleries, including Midland Arts
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About one of my books, Florida, Meg Duff has written:
Randy Klein’s Florida - or you can't fight progress is an epic
tale of creation and destruction. Icons of American life are
joined by images of freeways and rockets, suntanned
surfers and curling waves, Florida oranges, yachts and
suburban houses. The text, beginning grandiloquently.
‘In the beginning there was the void...’ is gloriously
subverted by the images chosen to accompany it.
The variety of techniques employed and the shifting
narrative make this a lively book full of mostly delightful
surprises. However, even the light-hearted depiction of the
American dream has a darker side. Beneath the quirky
humour lie images of slavery, race riots, and depredations
of progress, hinted at in the subtitle. The books structure
allows us to follow a narrative and to uncover layers of
meaning in a way that could not be done with any other
form of art. Meg Duff, librarian, Tate Britain
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Road is a new book by Randy Klein
Take a trip on down the road with
artist Randy Klein. From the streets
of Brooklyn and downtown New
York, through the hills of Italy, and
finally on to London. This book is
the latest in a long line of Klein’s
artists’ books. Within these pages
are snapshots of a journey, told in
the drawings, paintings, sculpture
and prints that have illustrated this trip. Written by the artist
himself together with critic and author John Russell Taylor,
the tale touches on poetry, diary, and observations of life seen
through a car window. ISBN 978-0-9555879-1-7
88 pages, full colour throughout, £24.95 Hard cover
Books available directly from the artist
Randy Klein
30 Homeleigh Road, London SE15 3EE
info@randyklein.co.uk
www.randyklein.co.uk

of events and activity. Focusing on books that either offer sets of
instructions or are derived from instructions - the books unsettle
the usual distinctions between writers and readers, artists and
audiences, and act as prompts to go beyond the conventions of
reading.
Partly drawing from Arnolfini’s archive, which includes several
hundred artists’ books - many dating from the 1960s and 1970s,
and from the artist book collection at the University of the West
of England, the exhibition presents a whole range of publications
by renowned and emerging artists including: Angela Bulloch,
Sophie Calle, Melanie Carvalho, Don Celender, Douglas
Huebler, Boem Kim, Alison Knowles, Jonathan Monk, Ed
Ruscha and Lawrence Weiner amongst others.
The title for the exhibition was determined by the instruction
from Jonathan Monk's artist book Meeting #13.
As part of the exhibition you are able to download, print and
make your own copy of artist Duncan Speakman’s book for every
step you take I take a thousand (2007). The book also has an
accompanying soundtrack, to be played whilst reading
(download at http://project.arnolfini.org.uk)
If you have access to a motor vehicle, and would like to join
in a ‘do-it-yourself ’, multiple location, mass participatory
performance event of George Brecht’s ‘event score’ Motor
Vehicle Sundown on the 10th January, you can download, print
and make the set of instruction cards required to participate at
http://project.arnolfini.org.uk/?t=3&st=2

EXHIBITIONS

Beginning in unison, performers follow a set of 22 instructions,
drawn from a pack of 44 shuffled cards, to carry out a sequence
of actions using their motor vehicles.
We would like you to take part, wherever you are in the world,
whether by yourself or with groups of friends. All you will need
is a motor vehicle - car, boat, moped, sit and ride lawnmower,
whatever vehicle you like - and the instructions that Brecht
wrote in 1960, downloaded ready from the website as above.
On Sat 17th Jan 2009 there will be free screenings throughout
the day featuring films from Ed Ruscha, Emily Wardill and
Jonathan Monk.
Arnolfini
16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA
Tel: 0117 917 2304 / www.arnolfini.org.uk
Exhibition open 10am - 6pm (Closed Mondays)

The Cover of a Book is the Beginning of a Journey
Until 18th January 2009
Arnolfini, Bristol
Curated by Arnolfini, the Centre For Fine Print Research,
University of the West of England and the Performance
Re-enactment Society
Building on Arnolfini's recent approach to more experimental
formats for presenting art, this exhibition uses a specific
tendency in artists’ bookworks to generate an energetic series
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Bill Burns: Dogs and Boats and Airplanes
An exhibition at AM Richard Fine Arts, New York
Until 22nd December
328 Berry Street, 3rd Floor, Brooklyn, NY 11211, USA
Friday - Sunday 1pm - 6pm
www.amrichardfineart.com
ABRIDGED
Post Graduate Exhibition of Book Arts and Crafts at
the London College of Communication
Until Dec 12th, 2008
Exploring the book as an information container, an artefact,
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and as a fine art medium, ABRIDGED represents the work of
visual artists working in graphic design, fine art, printmaking,
illustration, and paper engineering.
London College of Communication
Elephant and Castle
London, SE1 6SB

13 + Contemporary German Artists’ Books
Museum Ludwig / Kunst- und Museumsbibliothek Köln
Until January 30th 2009
www.museenkoeln.de/kunst-und-museumsbibliothek
www.museenkoeln.de/museum-ludwig

Exhibitions at the Centre des livres d’artistes, France:

MCBA / Jerome Foundation Book Arts Fellowship Artists
Star Tribune Foundation Gallery
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, USA
Until January 2009
An installation by Brian Aldrich includes several individual
projects, several of which require unique interactions by an
eventual “owner-user”: a book of random numbers, the text of
which is generated through the use of a bingo game cage; a
cipher text to decipher; a paper charm to be completed through
the process of carrying for two months; and crated fruit-like
“Art Balls” which are made of boiled art and other ingredients,
some of which include fat and spices. While not in traditional
book forms, each work performs the function of a book: it tells
the user what it is and how to use it. A book, a map, a pair of
pliers; Aldrich says that all of these have a certain use. “I want
my objects to have the same feeling - that if you lived in their
world, you would know how to use them”.

rewind
Until 20th December 2008
The project “Rewind” is in three part: a set of videos by
Jacques Louis Nyst, an exhibition of his book works and a
remake of three of the ‘propositions d'artistes pour un circuit
fermé de television’, the first video art event in Belgium in 1971.
Mirtha Dermisache - Libros
Dispositif editorial - Florent Fajole
Until 20th December 2008
This exhibition marks the occasion of the new publication from
dispositif editorial “Libro n° 2 - 1972” (72 pages 28.3 x 23.1
cm, offset, edition of 500 , published by: Le Clou dans le fer;
Manglar; cdla, 2008)
An exhibition of works by John Baldessari, Marinus Boezem,
Douglas Huebler, Lefevre Jean Claude and Peter Liversidge
Until 20th December 2008
Centre des livres d’artistes
1 place Attane, F-87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Tel: + 33 (0) 555 75 70 30
http://cdla.info/en/expositions

To Take Us Lands Away
Su Blackwell
Until 20th December 2008
An exhibition of intricate book-cut sculptures by the artist
Su Blackwell.
Long & Ryle
4 John Islip Street London SW1P 4PX
Tel: 020 7834 1434 Fax: 020 7821 9409
gallery@long-and-ryle.com
www.longandryle.com
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Sarah Peters has editioned a sculptural book that explores
the Arctic region as a space of many mythologies: political,
historical, and cultural. The book reads like a series of
quandaries, a collection of research facts, and a sketchbook.
The piece is made primarily from cast cotton fibre, and includes
letterpress printed text, drawings and embossed symbols.
The individually cast pages are housed in five boxes that together
make an edition. When unpacked, the non-traditional structure
of the book creates a viewing experience that invites the reader
to wander through unbound pages of image and text.
Distance, memory, love and longing are some of the themes
explored by Katya Reka. Her project consists of two books,
each containing 12 illustrations and poems. Illustrations are
printed from linoleum block prints, and each book in the
edition of 15 will be presented in a handmade case.
The project includes another component: a short video that
continues the themes of memory, love, distance and time.
To bring poetry and art to new audiences, CB Sherlock and
Regula Russelle’s “Sidewalk Folios: Something Beautiful for Free”
project will disperse 5,000 letterpress-printed folios in
several urban neighbourhoods. Five different folios are produced;
although each folio is able to stand alone, together they form
a “community book” addressing the theme of kinship circle.
A companion installation in the gallery explores the same theme.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is open to the public:
Monday: 10 am to 5 pm, Tuesday: 10 am to 9 pm,
Wednesday - Saturday: 10 am to 5 pm, Sunday: 12 to 4 pm
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in the Open Book
Building in downtown Minneapolis, 1011 Washington Ave S,
Suite 100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
Tel: 612 215 2520
www.mnbookarts.org
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Richard Long - Artists’ Books
Until 10th January 2009
Christophe Daviet-Théry Livres d'artistes et éditions
For the first time the complete collection of books by Richard
Long is shown to the public.

Exhibitions at the Athenaeum Music & Arts Library, USA:
Until January 3rd 2009
North Reading Room Exhibition
Selections from the Athenaeum’s Erika and Fred Torri Artists’
Books Collection: Allen Ruppersberg
Ruppersberg, who emerged from the Los Angeles conceptual art
scene of the 1960s, has created a number of artists’ books, often
featuring photographs of everyday scenes.
Forthcoming:
Genie Shenk - Dreams and Other Lost Languages
Main Gallery
January 10th - February 14th 2009

Christophe Daviet-Théry Livres d’artistes et éditions
10 rue Duchefdelaville, 75013 Paris, France
Tel: + 33 (0)1 53 79 05 95
www.daviet-thery.com
Maternal Legends
23 Sandy Gallery, Oregon
Until 3rd January 2009
Mothers, grandmothers, sisters, stories, histories, legends,
legacies. What did we learn from our mothers and their mothers
and their mothers? What are the stories that have been passed
down through the generations? How did the women in our
family shape who we are today? Artists around the world have
been inspired to explore and celebrate our Maternal Legends
through the magic of artists’ books. This exhibition is juried by
Cara List, the Art and Art History Librarian at the University
of Oregon’s Architecture and Allied Arts Library.

Opening reception: January 16th, 6.30 - 8.30 pm
San Diego artist Genie Shenk will exhibit Dreams and Other
Lost Languages at the Athenaeum Music & Arts Library starting
January 10. The exhibition will consist of new artist's books.
Shenk has been associated with the Athenaeum for many years,
teaching in the School of the Arts, and having her work included
in the library’s Juried Artists’ Books Exhibitions.
North Reading Room Exhibition
Selections from the Athenaeum’s Erika and Fred Torri Artists’
Books Collection: Gefn Press
January 10th - February 14th 2009
Opening reception: January 16th, 6.30 - 8.30 pm

A Meeting of the Minds by Diane Deaton-Street of Louisville, Kentucky

The Athenaeum holds several artists’ books from Gefn press,
founded 1977 by Susan Johanknecht in Newark, Vermont.
Gefn’s books are notable in that they represent collaborations
among artists, writers, and printers.

23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
Tel: (001) 503 927 4409
www.23Sandy.com

Gallery hours: Tuesday - Saturday, 10 am to 5.30 pm
Wednesdays - 8.30 pm. Admission is free
1008 Wall Street, La Jolla, CA, USA
www.ljathenaeum.org

Artists’ books: structures and narratives
Until 9th January 2009
Leeds College of Art & Design
Curated by Terry Jones
The works on show are a small part of the Library’s collection at
Vernon Street. Various locations at both Vernon Street and
Blenheim Walk. For more information see: www.leeds-art.ac.uk
The rest of the collection will remain accessible throughout the
exhibition by prior appointment.
Please ring 0113 2028096 for details.

BUZZ SPECTOR PAPER WORK(S)
Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts, Michigan, USA
December 19th 2008 - January 16th 2009
Buzz Spector’s art is concerned with the connections
between the book as subject and object and the connections
between artworks, language, and memory. These constructs
have occupied him for more than three decades. In the last six
years, Spector has begun making art in, and of, handmade paper.
This exhibition surveys his work in this medium and will
include artworks he has made at the Brodsky Center for
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Innovative Print and Paper, Dieu Donné Papermill,
and Amagansett Applied Arts. Spector received his BA in Art
from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and his MFA
from the University of Chicago.
He exhibits nationally and internationally, and is represented in
Chicago by Zolla-Lieberman Gallery, and in Washington, D.C.,
by Marsha Mateyka Gallery. He is a Professor in the Department
of Art at Cornell University.

In a Village an exhibition and new book by Ciara Healy
Robert Phillips Gallery, Riverhouse, Walton-on-Thames
7th January to 8th February 2009
In this new body of work, Ciara’s interest in the notion of
belonging and identity becomes more grounded as she draws
inspiration from the rural village where she now lives. Moved by
nature’s uncanny ability to embrace change, In a Village is Ciara’s
visual representation of our ability to adopt and adapt to new
surroundings.

Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts (UICA)
41 Sheldon Boulevard SE
Grand Rapids Michigan 49503, USA
http://uica.org
WILL IT SNOW FOR CHRISTMAS?

City Clare Bryan, boxed hand cut and bound book, 2001

Ciara will also be launching her new book In a Village with this
show. The book is illustrated and hand-stitched, in an edition of
50. The original illustrations will be for sale at the exhibition.
Drinks Reception Saturday 10th January 12 - 3pm all welcome.

Wall Gallery, London
Until 14 December 2008
New season…new show…anticipating snow…work by four
contemporary artists: Franki Austin, Clare Bryan, Daniele
Genadry and Marcelle Hanselaar
Clare Bryan works with cut paper, creating scalpel drawings
and book structures in which layered shapes unfold to reveal
a narrative or image. While Artist in Residence at West Dean
College, she studied the landscape of the South Downs.
This led to her Lichen series in which moss appears to actually
grow out of a photographic image.
Thurs - Sun 11am - 6pm
9 Calabria Road, London N5 1JB
Tel: 020 7503 9642
http://wall24.co.uk/exhibitions.htm
Catya Plate’s artist’s book Clothespin Tarot has been selected
from the collection of the Brooklyn Museum along with several
others to be displayed in two cases on the second floor of the
Museum. The installation will be on view until the end of
December. Come visit the Brooklyn Museum and see these
interesting books!
Brooklyn Museum
200 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn
New York 11238-6052
www.brooklynmuseum.org
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Book making workshop with the artist on Sunday 18th January.
Tel: 01932 253354 for full details and to book your place.
Riverhouse, Manor Road, Walton-on-Thames
Surrey KT12 2PF
www.riverhousebarn.co.uk

The Archive / Het Archief Part 1
Johan Deumens Gallery, Haarlem
Until 20th December 2008
Laurence Aëgerter / Kasper Andreasen / John Baldessari /
Christiane Baumgartner / Anita Di Bianco / Yvonne Dröge
Wendel / Guillermo Kuitca / Ruark Lewis / Ton Martens /
Tine Melzer / Juliao Sarmento / Hans Scholten /
Vitamin Creative Space.
Johan Deumens Gallery
Donkere Spaarne 32 zw
2011 JH Haarlem, The Netherlands
Tel:+ 31 (0)6 22 45 15 45
www.artistsbooks.com
Open Weds - Sat 12.00 - 17.00

Odine Lang & Dorthe Goeden
Zwischenspiel
Until 14th December 2008
Atelierhaus Aachen Süsterfeldstr. 99, 52072 Aachen, Germany
www.atelierhausaachen.de
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Sharon Kivland
A WIND OF REVOLUTION BLOWS, THE STORM IS ON
THE HORIZON
Chelsea College of Art
and Design, London
Until 13th December 2008
Tuesday to Friday
11 am - 5 pm
Saturday 10 am - 4 pm
Chelsea Space, Chelsea
College of Art and Design
16 John Islip Street
London SW1P 4JU
www.chelseaspace.org

For the Love of Making Books touring exhibition of work by
fifteen artists from artistsbooksonline.com
Final tour dates:
Until 3 January 2009
The Haven Gallery
2 South Square, Boston
Lincolnshire PE21 6HU
Tel: 01205 314436
and
10 January - 5 April 2009
Salford Museum
Peel Park Crescent
Salford M5 4WU
Tel: 0161 778 0819

For SIGNS at Tatty Devine, Mark is designing 12 new limited
edition Perspex signs, following on from the success of his
Open/Closed signs (which can be seen in the windows of
several stylish boutiques around London). Themes range from
practical and useful to whimsical and provocative. Some of the
pieces will be based on themes from previous works, such as
Wear More Badges and Never Throw Anything Away Ever.
The signs are in editions of 15-60 and there will also be a small
collection of necklaces and brooches being sold alongside the
signs. Each piece will be packaged in a screen-printed cotton bag
and sold as a numbered edition, with a certificate and signature.
They are all available to buy from Tatty Devine’s Brick Lane
store for the duration of the show.
Mark has also worked with Levis to produce a poster for their
‘Vintage Clothing’ range and his books are in the collections of
the Tate Gallery Library, London and MOMA Library, New
York. Recent solo shows include The Horse Hospital, London,
April 2008 and Handmade, Readymade, Lazercut at Here Gallery
Bristol, September 2007.
Open Daily 11am - 6pm
Tatty Devine, 236 Brick Lane, London, E2 7EB
www.tattydevine.com
www.mpawson.demon.co.uk

SIGNS by Mark Pawson at Tatty Devine
An Exhibition of 12 new, limited edition, Perspex Signs
Until 23 December 2008
Tatty Devine, London
Mark Pawson is the
latest artist to exhibit
in Tatty Devine’s
Brick Lane gallery
space. A self-confessed
image junkie,
photocopier fetishist
and afficionado of
accessible, affordable,
low-tech hi-fi printing
methods. Mark is a
one-man production
line creating and
selling a constant
stream of artists’
books, postcards,
badges, multiples and other essential ephemera.
His unique hand-made works straddle the worlds of pop
culture and fine art, and reach a mixed and varied audience.
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BuchDruckKunst
6th Norddeutsche Handpressenmesse
Museum der Arbeit / Museum of Work, Hamburg
17th and 18th January 2009
The BuchDruckKunst 2009 will present 50 book artists and
presses who work with traditional mediums such as letterpress,
lithography and etching, plus some digital print.
Demonstrations will take place over the weekend. Exhibitions
include a show of artists’ books from Turkey, curated by Nuran
Terzioglu from Gallery Apel.
10.00 - 20.00 Saturday and 10.00 - 17.00 Sunday
Admission 8 Euros, concessions 6 Euros
Museum der Arbeit
Wiesendamm 3
D-22305 Hamburg-Barmbek
Germany
www.museum-der-arbeit.de
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The International Edible Book Festival is held annually around
April 1st. To date, the following countries have held this festival:
Australia, Brazil, Canada, England, France, Germany, India,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Morocco,
Netherlands, New Zealand, United States of America, Russia
and Hong Kong.
April 1st is the birthday of French gastronome Jean-Anthelme
Brillat-Savarin (1755-1826), famous for his book Physiologie du
goût, a witty meditation on food. April fools day is also the
perfect day to eat your words and play with them as the “books”
are consumed on the day of the event. This ephemeral global
banquet, in which anyone can participate, is shared by all on
the Internet and allows everyone to preserve and discover
unique bookish nourishments. This festival is a celebration of
the ingestion of culture and a way to concretely share a book;
it is also a deeper reflection on our attachment to food and our
cultural differences.
The International Edible Book Festival is a creation of Judith A.
Hoffberg and Béatrice Coron. Judith got the idea over a
Thanksgiving turkey with book artists in 1999, and Béatrice
created the Books2Eat website where despite the distance
everybody can enjoy others’ creations. They contacted friends
and colleagues; their first event happened in 2000, and since
then the festival continues as an annual tradition.
Everyone is invited, individually and collectively, to this
world banquet where delicious, surprising bookish foods will be
consumed.

artists’ books and assess their potential for future expansion
within the field. We also aim to quantify how artists are using
new technologies and screen-based media as publishing tools.
Johanna Drucker stated in 2005, that “…we don’t have a
good, specific, descriptive vocabulary on which to form our
assessment of book works.” (see the whole article online at
www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/ Critical issues/Exemplary
works, Johanna Drucker, The Bonefolder, Volume 1, Number 2,
Spring 2005.
We would like to address some of these problems with input
from the international community, and will publish all our
results as freely and accessibly as possible. We think that
perhaps “book arts” or “artists’ books” have become too small an
umbrella; perhaps “artists’ publications” would give us a better
heading to start classifying and contextualising the field.
We are seeking papers and members for discussion panels for a
two-day conference we will be hosting on 9th and 10th July
2009. We invite artists, academics, students, presses, publishers,
curators, dealers and collectors to submit abstracts for papers and
discussion topics, based upon the title of the conference:
Traditional and emerging formats of artists’ books: Where do we go
from here? There will be a total of twelve papers presented
over the two days and two discussion sessions for which we
are seeking the abstracts to be refereed.
Speakers who are selected by the referees will not be paid to
present a paper so we encourage participants to apply for
funding elsewhere. The funding from the AHRC will be used
to subsidise the cost of attending the conference to allow as
many delegates as possible to join in.

Participation rules are as follows:
1. the event must be held on April 1st (or close to that date)
2. All edible books must be ‘bookish’ through the integration
of text, literary inspiration or, quite simply, the form.
3. Organisations or individual participants must register
with the festival’s organisers and make sure that the event is
documented to send to the international festival website
www.books2eat.com
CALL FOR PAPERS
Traditional and emerging formats of artists’ books:
Where do we go from here?
A Conference on 9th and 10th July 2009 at the School of
Creative Arts, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
10am - 5pm each day
We believe that content is paramount for any artist’s book, yet
format is also part of its context. We are currently working on a
2-year AHRC funded project (www.ahrc.ac.uk) at the Centre
for Fine Print Research at the University of the West of England,
UK: What will be the canon for the artist's book in the 21st
Century? Our aim is to create a manifesto for a canon of the
21st Century artist’s book, to be published in February 2010.
The study will consider the traditional publishing formats for
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Attendance will cost £20 (£10 for students) for both days, and
includes lunch and refreshments. These fees will be waived for
speakers/panel members. If you have any questions then please
do not hesitate to contact us.
Please send abstracts of no more than 500 words and a copy of
your current CV by 31st January 2009 to:
Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden
Centre for Fine Print Research
School of Creative Arts
University of the West of England
Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol
BS3 2JT
UK
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk / Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/canon.htm
Our online survey continues at:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/asurvey08.htm
Online Forum can be joined at Artists Books 3.0:
http://artistbooks.ning.com
The discussion started with: What will our terminology be?
We would love to hear your views, and ask you to join in.
To do that you will need to join Artists Books 3.0 which is a
great resource for artists’ books itself and well worth it. All you
need to do is register at: http://artistbooks.ning.com and look
for us under 21st Century Book group.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

The Studio Bibliografico Marini - A Report by Adele Marini
The Studio was founded in 1993 by Renzo Marini and deals
mainly in rare and out-of print books, first editions of Italian
and foreign literature, artists’ books, original works of art,
graphic art, volumes with etchings, illustrated books, private
press printings and books on the history of all these fields.

The second volume “Sui bordi dell’impossibile” by Giorgio
Barbaglia with an original etching by Enrico Della Torre was
published in July 2006.

Expèriences musicales Jean Dubuffet

* Promoting knowledge of artists’ books through exhibitions,
conferences and demonstrations involving public institutions as
well as private associations

The website www.libreriamarini.it is divided into three areas:
the Bookshop, the Art Gallery and the Press.
The search engine allows visitors to browse a database of 40,000
books on contemporary art and literature, from original texts
and documents to exhibition catalogues, catalogues raisonné,
essays, monographs and reference volumes. It also provides
access to those volumes not usually listed in our paper
catalogues.
The Bookshop publishes three hardcopy catalogues per
year, sent free to customers, bibliophiles, experts and
anyone who wishes to receive them. Lists on specific subjects
and supplements are issued periodically. Many of them can be
downloaded directly from the website.
The Art Gallery presents
a permanent exhibition
of original etchings and
lithographs by 20th
century Italian and
international artists.
A selection of 500 items is
currently available on line
and updated monthly.
Per grazia ricevuta Leo Lionni
Specific exhibitions are
devoted to artists of the last century and to their original works
of art on paper (watercolours, drawings, acrylics, etc.)
The Press was established in 2006 as a
logical extension to the activities of the
bookshop. It aims to publish books
illustrated with original works of art,
and also in collaboration with
important Italian printmakers. The first,
Otto poesie / 8 Poems by Roberto Sanesi,
with original aquatints by Joe Tilson, was
published in collaboration with Giorgio
Upiglio’s Grafica Uno.
The first series, edited by Alfredo Giuliani and Achille Perilli,
started in February 2006 with “Dal diario di Max” by Giuliani
himself with an etching by Perilli, founder of the important
group Forma 1 in the Sixties. The writer, who died in 2007,
published his last book with us.
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The Studio Bibliografico Marini has recently launched AILA,
the “Italian Association for the Promotion of Artists’ Books
and Private Presses”. It aims to promote and support in Italy
the knowledge, circulation and trade of artists’ books, books
with original etchings, illustrated books and typographical, high
quality books printed in limited editions by Italian private
presses. It is especially dedicated to those Italian printmakers
who published valuable and collectible books. It aims to
reconstruct their activities through historic catalogues of works
by important Italian etchers like Bartolini, De Carolis, Crippa
and Baj. AILA’s specific goals are:

* Establishing an Italian reference point for all those involved in
the artists’ books field (artists, printmakers, publishers,
collectors, art critics, libraries, public and private associations)
and collaborating with international associations (Fine Press
Book Association, Private Library Association, etc.)
* Creating and maintaining on-going relationships among Italian
printmakers, publishers and artists to ensure circulation of news
about what is produced, launched, printed and organised in this
sector
* Providing timely news and appropriate documentation for all
current initiatives (new editions, exhibitions, articles, reference
books, conferences, etc.)
* Facilitating cooperation among publishers, printmakers, artists
and writers to boost the publication of high quality books
* Promoting the market for artists’ books
Studio Bibliografico Marini / AILA
Via Capozzi n. 25, 70010 Valenzano (BA) Italy
Monday - Friday, 9am to 6.30pm
Tel: (+39)0804673670
Fax: (+39)0804673768
info@libreriamarini.it
www.libreriamarini.it

The School of Life - Ideas To Live By
The School of Life is a new cultural enterprise based in central
London offering intelligent instruction on how to lead a fulfilled
life. Sophie Howarth (previously Head of Education and
Research at iniva (2006-7) and Curator of Public Programmes at
Tate Modern, 1999-2006) founded The School of Life with a
group of collaborators this year. Faculty includes Alain de
Botton, Geoff Dyer, Susan Elderkin, Tom Hodgkinson, Brett
Kahr, Robert Macfarlane and Martin Parr.
The School offers evening and weekend courses, holidays
to unexpected locations, stigma-free psychotherapy, secular
sermons, conversation meals, a floating faculty of experts and a
new kind of literary consultancy service called bibliotherapy.
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Recent holidays have included: Heathrow Airport with Alain de
Botton (Sat 22 - Sun 23 November 2008) and a Tour of the M1
led by architect and design historian David Lawrence (Sat 25 Sun 26 October 2008).

DESIGNER BOOKBINDERS LECTURES 2009
The Art Workers Guild, 6 Queen Square, London WC1
Nearest underground stations: Holborn and Russell Square
Admission: DB members £5, non-members £7, students £2.50
per lecture. Four Tuesday lectures or all day Saturday:
DB members £18, non-members £26 and students £9.
Eight lectures: £36/£52/£18
Saturday 10 January 2009
10.30 am Ewan Clayton, calligrapher
The Written Artefact as a Contemplative Space: in this talk, which
features a number of projects made in collaboration with Peter
Jones, Ewan explores his thinking about the place hand-work has
in a digital age and its importance in our lives.
12 noon Jenni Grey Design Basics: adopting contemporary
design tools and processes in your work and as a way of life.

The shop on Marchmont Street sells books, artworks, courses,
holidays and therapeutic services, and at the back of the shop a
door leads to an underground classroom created by artist
Charlotte Mann, where The School of Life hosts regular evening
and weekend courses exploring the five central themes of our
lives - work, play, family, politics and love.
Artists’ books stock includes works by Tracey Bush, Alec Finlay,
Chris Kenny, Lucy May Schofield and Hilary Judd among many
others.
The School of Life
70 Marchmont Street
London WC1N 1AB
Tel: 0207 833 1010
www.theschooloflife.com
Marchmont Street is between Russell Square and Euston Road.
Nearest Tube: 5 mins walk from Russell Square (Piccadilly Line)
and 10 mins walk from Kings Cross, Euston or Euston Square.

2 pm Simon Brett, wood engraver The Painfull Adventures of
Pericles, Prince of Tyre: Simon’s collaboration with the Barbarian
Press on an edition of Shakespeare’s Pericles, and their attempt to
combine text and illustration meaningfully.
3.30 pm Maureen Duke A Longlife Binder: experience and
experiences.
Tuesday 3 February 2009
6.30 pm Eri Funazaki A Bookbinder’s Approach to Book Arts: how
I incorporate design-binding techniques in book arts and why I
am involved in making artists’ books.
Dominic Riley A Bookbinder’s Journey: from student days to
post-Fellowship, Dominic’s travels, teaching and working life in
America and his adventures in the Lake District. Unusual
requests, strange bindings, interesting folk and a little TV.
Further details from Julia Dummett and Rachel Ward-Sale
Tel: 01273 486718 www.designerbookbinders.org.uk
lectures@designerbookbinders.org.uk

COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
MFA Art Writing is now seeking applications for study in
2009-10
MFA Art Writing is a new programme for practitioners who
want to develop work that addresses art as writing, writing as
art and writing about art - with the aim of encouraging and
debating diverse potentials in the new field of contemporary art
writing.
This unique programme is expansive in its approach to
contemporary art writing, and is supported by the appointment
of three new Professors - Yve Lomax, Michael Newman and
Adrian Rifkin, together with the Director of Art Writing,
Maria Fusco. Practical exploration will be contextualised
through critical and analytical seminars in which art writing,
as an intrinsic element of contemporary art production and its
distribution, is debated.
For more details please visit:
www.goldsmiths.ac.uk/pg/mfa-art-writing.php
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Altered Book One-Day Masterclass
Architectural Book Structures with Guy Bebgie
Friday 13th February 2009
A Masterclass in the
alteration of the ‘found’
or ‘discarded’ book, to
create a set of small
architectural books
from the original,
through page
engineering, cutting
and binding.
Using the book form
as a means of recycling
existing printed images and texts, extends the narrative
possibilities through a reconfiguration of structure.
By applying bookbinding and paper-engineering processes, the
architectural nature of folded paper can be utilised to create
three-dimensional spaces and multi-spatial aspects of visual and
textual narratives.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

We will use discarded books available
in the studio, but if you prefer, you
can bring your own with you.
Guy Begbie is a bookbinder and
multi-disciplinary artist who exhibits
his artists’ books and delivers book
arts workshops and master classes
internationally. Guy is the Book Arts
Co-ordinator at Herefordshire College
of Arts. He is the external examiner
for BA (Hons) Book Arts & Crafts at
London College of Communication, University of the Arts,
London.
One-day class, limited to 8 participants, £120
(materials, lunch vouchers, teas and coffees are included in
course fee) Each day runs from 9.30am - 4.30pm
Coffee break 11.00am - 11.30am, lunch 1.00pm - 2.00pm
To book a place please download the form at:
http://amd.uwe.ac.uk/index.asp?pageid=1042
Fill in and return it to: UWE Bristol, School of Creative Arts
The Research Enterprise and Outreach Office
Bower Ashton Campus, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT
For more information on courses/bookings please call the
REO Office on: 0117 3284810 or email: amd.cpd@uwe.ac.uk
Bookmaking workshops in Italy:
bambino BOOK 1
Milan, 17th January, 7th February, 7th March 2009
With Carmencho Arregui, Cristina Balbiano
How to make: A child’s book from words to image - from
sewing to cover. Childproof bookbinding structures. Lasting
repairs using textile collage. A protective folder to preserve your
own favourite book from childhood.
bambino BOOK 1, over 3 classes
17th January, Illustration/Colour and
Contents
7th February, New structures on new
books: Limp leather binding
7th March, New structures on new
books: Duestelle and Portafiabe
bambino BOOK 2 over 2 classes
4th April, Mending damaged books:
the casings
9th May, Mending damaged books:
the sewings and creative repairs.

First workshop (January, February and March classes) by the
20th December 2008. - Second workshop (April and May
classes) by the 12th March 2009 - If enrolling for the entire
cycle of 5 classes: part payment of 270 EUR by the 20th
December 2008, balance of 180 EUR by the 12th March 2009.
In case of cancellation after the indicated dates, the workshop fee
will not be refunded. If more information is needed please
contact the Secretary (info@professionelibro.it).
The places available are limited. We cannot guarantee places
requested at the last moment. Payment order will determine
the enrolment order. After the completion of the enrolment,
participants will get the tools and materials list.
BOXES - I
Milan, 15th + 19th/22nd March 2009
With Cor Aerssens, Cristina Balbiano
The first workshop, in a series of five, about all forms of
‘boxes’. The basic forms of right-angled boxes, a neck-box
and cover-box, is reviewed. These are built from cardboard
and covered in paper. The emphasis is put on the construction,
the covering (cut from a single piece, as far as possible) and
the finishing touches.
This four-day
workshop is for
both beginners
and advanced
students. The
workshop can
also operate as a
preview for the
workshop
‘boxes - II’, in
which simple
hinges for rightangled boxes are
treated.
Preceding this
workshop there is
a 1-day workshop
Sketching and
construction drawings of boxes: to understand how to build a box, one need to
know how it is constructed, in which way each piece of cardboard has to be built and why in that specific following order.
This day is introductory to the workshop ‘BOXES - I’, so the
participants of this workshop have the priority to attend it.
Cor Aerssens brings 25 years of experience in handmade boxes
with him, to let you discover that your ideas can be made. It is a
fascinating world.
The workshop take place in the Professione Libro Via Angelo
Del Bon, 1 - 20158 MILAN (I)

Classes will find take place in the Professione Libro Via Angelo
Del Bon, 1 - 20158 MILAN (I)
All classes run from 9.30 am - 5.30 pm (with a lunch break)

All classes run from 9.30 am - 5.30 pm (with a lunch break)
Tuition will be in English, but the teachers can assist students in
Dutch, Italian, French and German if required.

FEES First workshop (3 classes, 21h): 294 EUR
Second workshop (2 classes, 14h): 196 EUR Reduced fee for
enrolment to both the workshops (5 classes, 35h): 450 EUR
E’ richiesta l'iscrizione all'Associazione (25 EUR)The closing
dates for enrolments and payments of the fees are as follows:

The registration fee is 475 EUR, including costs of materials
provided with tools by the organisers. If there are places, it is
possible to do join the 1-day Sketching workshop. In this case,
the registration fee is 75 EUR. Please contact the secretary for
further information. Travel, accommodation and meals expenses
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are not included. Membership to the Association is requested
(25 EUR). Closing date for enrolment and payment of the fee:
16th February, 2009. In case of cancellation after this date,
the workshop fee will not be refunded. The places available are
limited: we cannot guarantee places requested at the last
moment. Payment order will determine the enrolment order.
ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO
Fine Bindings, Book Conservation Via A. Del Bon, 1 - 20158
MILANO - I tel/fax (+39) 02 3760058
www.professionelibro.it / info@professionelibro.it
A 5-day Masterclass in pulp-printing with Tim Mosely of
Silverwattle Press and Southern Cross University, Australia
Monday 7th - Friday 11th September 2009
We are delighted to have the artist Tim Mosely lead this
Masterclass as part of the run up to our IMPACT Printmaking
Conference celebrations in September 2009.
With over 25 years of professional experience Tim maintains
a lucid perspective on the book as a potent element within the
vocabularies of visual language. This focus has generated artists’
books that engage with semiotics within the relationship
between image and text. With an output of over 50 unique and
editioned artists’ books Tim is represented in many prominent
Australian and international artists book collections.
www.silverwattlepress.com
Tim is an expert in the art of papermaking with manmade or
natural fibres, from transparent to sculptural papers, and is well
known for his particular specialism of pulp-printing, where
images and text are printed as pulp, straight into damp paper,
which dries as a seamlessly combined sheet.

Each day runs from 9.30am - 4.30/5pm - depending on
papermaking. To book a place please contact: Sarah Bodman
Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE, Bristol School of Creative
Arts, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 117 32 84915 / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & CONFERENCES
Artists’ Books Seminar 2 - Friday 6th February 2009
University of the West of England, Bower Ashton Campus,
Bristol, UK
Artists’ books reports from Poland, Germany and the USA,
plus two artists’ views from the UK.
A day of discussion 10.30 am - 3.30 pm
This is the second seminar, forming part of our two-year, Arts
and Humanities Research Council (AHRC)* funded project:
‘In an arena including digital and traditional artists’ publishing
formats - what will be the canon for the artist’s book in the 21st
Century?’ (March 2008 - February 2010).
A day of studies and discussion led by Sarah Bodman and Tom
Sowden plus guest speakers. We will be reporting back on the
project’s findings to date, and our interviews with artists working
with books over the last six months. We will discuss how artists
in different areas work with books, how books are perceived and
show examples of the variety of concepts and formats we have
studied recently. Guest speakers will also offer two in-depth
views of their own practice.
Places are limited to 40 attendees.

For this Masterclass, Tim will lead attendees through the process
of pulp-printing, to create their own sheets of pulp printed text
and images. This class is for medium to advanced papermakers
to learn the process for use in their own papermaking studios.
For an idea of how pulp-printing works, see
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/ausgal1.htm#4 and click on any of the
images, this shows the process from start to finish at Southern
Cross University.
The Masterclass will run as follows:
Day 1 introduction to pulp printing
Day 2 image preparation and generation
Day 3 pulp printing
Day 4 placing imagery on both sides of a sheet of paper
Day 5 pulp printing
Day 6 is not a workshop day, the paper is dried overnight
and will be taken down on day 6, we can send on to participants
afterwards or they can collect the following week if attending
IMPACT.
This specialist masterclass is limited to a maximum of 10
students.The cost for the week is £330, which includes all
materials (except screens/mesh), lunch, teas and coffees.
There is a 20% discount available on our short courses for all
full-time students, senior citizens, unwaged, UWE Staff and
alumni members.
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This seminar is subsidised by the AHRC project, the attendance
fee is £10 per person, which includes refreshments and lunch.
For any queries or booking forms contact:
Sarah Bodman / Tom Sowden, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE, Bristol School of Creative Arts, Kennel Lodge Road,
Bristol BS3 2JT
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk / Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 117 32 84915 Fax: +44 (0) 117 32 85865
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/canon.htm
* The Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) funds
postgraduate training and research in the arts and humanities,
from archaeology and English literature to design and dance.
The quality and range of research supported not only provides
social and cultural benefits but also contributes to the economic
success of the UK. For further information on the AHRC, please
see the website www.ahrc.ac.uk
CODEX 2009: Considering the Book as a Work of Art, the
second biennial book fair and symposium will take place in
the ASUC Pauley Ballroom and the Art Museum theatre at
the University of California, Berkeley, USA, February 8th 11th 2009. The symposium and fair are arranged to allow
visitors and exhibitors the opportunity to attend all events over
the 4 days. For more information see: www.codexfoundation.org
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

BABE: Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini
Saturday 4th April and Sunday 5th April 2009
10 am - 5 pm both days
Arnolfini, in collaboration with The Centre for Fine Print
Research at the University of the West of England, Bristol, is
pleased to announce the second Bristol Artist’s Book Fair at
Arnolfini.
Arnolfini is one of Europe’s leading centres for the contemporary
arts. Re-opened in September 2005 after re-development and
expansion, Arnolfini has one of the best arts bookshops in the
country and a stylish, lively café bar. This will be a great
opportunity to show work to a new audience and meet with
other artists and publishers. The booking fee of 80.00 per stand
for the weekend is for a table (+2 chairs). There is a limited
number of stands, so early booking is advised. If you would like
to share a stand please supply one contact address and up to two
artist or press names per stand for any publicity material.
There will also be a free ‘book surgery’ and related events
running over the weekend. We hope you can make it and look
forward to seeing you! For more info or booking forms please
email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

variety of topics in a series of eight panels. The final event will
be on Saturday evening, a dinner and a critical response to the
conference & fair by Roberta Fallon and Libby Rosof of artblog.
The hybrid book fair is designed as an opportunity to sell works
as well as provide an informal exhibition for artists and vendors
to showcase the wide range of work being produced by book
artists today. We invite both booksellers and individual artists to
be part of this event. In addition, to encourage those new to the
field, we are offering an “Emerging Artist Half Table Rate” and
special opportunities for student artists.
Exhibitions Include: The hybrid book This exhibition seeks to
recognise three internationally known artist/designers whose
concept and renderings of the book are vastly different: Irma
Boom, Gunnar Kaldeway and Hedi Kyle. All three have made
pioneering contributions to the art of the book.
Recent work by alumni of the MFA Book Arts/ Printmaking
program, The University of the Arts. On the occasion of the 20th
anniversary of the Program, this exhibition presents recent postgraduate work of its alumni, a celebration of the innovation and
success of its graduates as professional artists. The show will be
juried by Mindell Dubansky and Clarissa Sligh.

The Whitechapel Art Book Fair
Publications by artists, galleries & art book publishers
The Whitechapel Gallery, London 25, 26, 27 September 2009
Marcus Campbell has joined forces with the Whitechapel
Gallery to create the Whitechapel Art Book Fair, which will take
place at the Whitechapel Gallery 25th - 27th September 2009.

Register Today! www.hybridbook.org

Exhibitors will be selected by an advisory board comprising
Richard Schlagman (owner & editor, Phaidon Press); Franz
König, (publisher & bookseller); Gilda Williams, (critic &
lecturer); Soraya Rodriguez (Director, Zoo Art Fair) and
Liam Gillick (artist) who will ensure the fair includes
representatives of the most vibrant, stimulating and exciting
art book production. The fair will include a special preview for
booksellers, distributors, collectors, and the arts & literary press.

Call for entries
We love your books - ‘Closure’ exhibition 2009
Here is an early call for entries for our 2009 open book arts
exhibition.

Exhibitor prices:
Publishing House/Distributor
Gallery/College Press/Magazine
Artist bookmaker/Small Press

£800.00
£500.00
£300.00

To apply contact Hannah Vaughan for further details on
HannahVaughan@whitechapel.org / Tel: +44 (0)20 7522 7862
Registration has begun for
The hybrid book: intersection + intermedia
www.hybridbook.org
An International Book Arts Conference and Fair
June 4th-6th, 2009, The University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA
Please join us, a diverse group of artists, designers, educators,
publishers and collectors, to discuss the potential of book arts
and its multi and interdisciplinary dimensions and to experience
examples of this art that are sure to please, excite, move, and
confound.
The hybrid book conference will bring together established and
emerging artists, scholars, librarians and educators to explore a

OPPORTUNITIES

The theme for our 2009 exhibition is CLOSURE.
Please submit books (A3 or under in size) specifically on this
theme. Our website www.weloveyourbooks.com contains all
the details - including a list of key words to get you started.
If you are interested in setting ‘closure’ as a student brief or
book club theme, or you are interested in the exhibition touring
to your venue please email us. We look forward to hearing from
you. Emma Powell & Melanie Bush
curators@weloveyourbooks.com
Call for entries
Birds, bees and butterflies Chapel Row Gallery, Bath
Following on from the success of the exhibition of ‘Birds, bird
books and book bindings’ at her Chapel Row Gallery in Bath,
Josie Reed is planning an exhibition from 7th February to 3rd
March entitled ‘Birds, bees and butterflies’.
This will be a group exhibition of paintings, prints, sculpture
and books, anybody with relevant books they would like to show
should contact her asap at: josie.reed@chapelrowgallery.com
The show will coincide with the Bath Literature Festival.
Chapel Row Gallery, 6 Chapel Row, Bath BA1 1HN
www.chapelrowgallery.com
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Call for entries
Photo+Book: A Juried Exhibition of Self-Published
On-Demand Photography Books, March 6th-28th, 2009
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, Oregon
What is Photo+Book? - Photographers have been witness to a
dizzying array of groundbreaking innovations in recent years.
One of those exciting innovations is the emergence of
“self-published, on demand” book printing services.
You know… Blurb, Lulu, iPhoto, MyPublisher and all those
other proliferating providers as well. These books allow
photographers to present their photographs in a high-quality,
low-cost and professional-looking book. With the excellent
quality of on-demand printers in the marketplace today, you
can publish one copy just for you or publish lots of copies and
market them under your own imprint. They also make great
book dummies to show to the real publishers.
Eligibility - Photo+Book is open to photographers both in the
United States and abroad who have made a photography book
via any on-demand printing service. Entrants may submit up to
three different titles of any size, format, or style. Hard cover, soft
cover, case-wraps, landscape, portrait, square, color, black and
white. There is a $25 entry fee and entries are due at the gallery
by January 24th, 2008.
Juror - This exhibition will be juried by Christopher
Rauschenberg - a photographer who has had 83 solo shows in
six countries over the last 35 years. His most recent book, Paris
Changing: Revisiting Eugene Atget’s Paris, was published by
Princeton Architectural Press in 2007. His work is in hundreds
of museums, private and corporate collections and he is the cofounder of Blue Sky Gallery and Photolucida. Learn more about
his work at www.christopherrauschenberg.com. Co-juried by
Laura Russell, owner of 23 Sandy Gallery.
Best of Show Awards - Four artists submitting books will be
selected for Best of Show Awards. Those four photographers will
exhibit four framed photographs each from their winning books
on the gallery walls during the book exhibition.
Complete call for entries and entry form can be found here:
http://www.23sandy.com/PhotoBook/callforentries.html
Thank you for your interest in Photo+Book!
We look forward to seeing your work.
Laura Russell, 23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
Tel: (001) 503-927-4409
www.23Sandy.com / laura@23sandy.com

Call for Entries
Handmade Paper in Motion
The ninth portfolio in Hand Papermaking’s ongoing limitededition series will feature paper engineering. Proposals should
demonstrate how the message conveyed by the pop-up or
moveable device is furthered by or relates to the handmade
paper utilised. The paper should be an equal partner in the
visual statement.
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Any well-made sheet of handmade paper is allowed, however the
final folded piece should be 10 x 8 inches or less, and no more
than 1/8-inch thick. Paper may include imagery via printing and
imaging processes (such as relief, intaglio, litho, letterpress,
pochoir, silkscreen, and archival digital) as well as editioning
methods in hand papermaking (watermarks, stencilled pulp,
and other wet-stage techniques). Whatever the process, let us
reiterate that the jury will look for proposals that demonstrate
the equal importance of well-made paper and meaningful
engineering. Entries that successfully combine the two will
be given priority.
We welcome entries from individual artists as well as
collaborations between papermakers and paper engineers.
Let us know if you are looking for someone to team up with,
and we will do our best to introduce you to potential
collaborators. Call for Entries Deadline: August 15th, 2009
For full details of the project and call for entries see:
http://www.handpapermaking.org/pf9cfe.htm
Call for Artists - Hot Iron Press Visiting Artist Programme
The Hot Iron Press visiting artist program grants artists
the opportunity to introduce printmaking processes into
their body of work while interacting with the culture, settings,
and art community of New Orleans. Hot Iron Press seeks
artists of all disciplines, and in any media, who desire a chance
to create an edition of works using screenprinting, relief, and /
or letterpress printing.
Interested artists should submit a detailed written proposal, a
resume, and ten to twenty images of previous work. Additional
supporting materials such as diagrams, sketches, photographs,
and mock-ups supporting your proposal are not only encouraged, but also strongly suggested. Hot Iron Press requires that
chosen artists donate one quarter of the resulting edition of
prints for our catalogue and exhibition use. The remaining
three quarters of the prints remain the property of the artist
and may be used at the artist’s discretion.
Selected artists will receive a stipend to cover airfare, food,
transportation within the city, accommodations, and materials
while having free use of on-site screen-printing and letterpress
facilities, as well as technical or collaborative assistance from
Hot Iron Press artists. Chosen applicants will be given up to
two weeks to create their proposed edition. The residency will
culminate in an exhibition and optional artist’s lecture at The
Front, a nearby artist-run exhibition space.
Submissions are accepted on a rolling basis either by email or by
post. For inquiries and online applications, we request that all
images be sent formatted as jpegs to hotironpress@hotmail.com
A self-addressed, stamped envelope must accompany all mailed
materials if return mailing is desired. Materials shipped without
an S.A.S.E. will remain on file at Hot Iron Press for future
consideration. Please send post to: Hot Iron Press
1422 Kentucky Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 70117, USA
See: http://www.hotironpress.com/visitingartists.htm for the
full list of facilities available at the press.
www.hotironpress.com / www.nolafront.org
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …
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Call for Entries
The Ice House presents: Handmade Paper & Artists’ Books
April 3rd-27th, 2009
The Ice House
Morgan Arts Council
Berkeley Springs, USA

NO ENTRY FEES

Artists may include other related items for sale such as their
own original: Handmade paper (2-D, 3-D), handmade cards,
handmade blank books, etc. If you are interested in this
opportunity, please include photos of these items as well.

If you have any questions, feel free to email or call Jane Ping at
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, MFA
jpingevans @ yahoo.com
Tel: (001) 304 - 754 - 7558

DEADLINE: JANUARY 2, 2009
All the information you need can be found at this website:
http://members.toast.net/rpingevans/
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A Call to Action for Letterpress Printers!
To protest & commemorate the bombing of Mutanabbi Street, the centre of bookselling in Baghdad, on March 5th 2007,
the MUTANABBI STREET COALITION* is organising readings and other events in March 2009 as a fundraiser for
Doctors Without Borders.
On March 5th 2007, a car bomb was exploded on Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad.
Mutanabbi Street is in a
mixed Shia-Sunni area.
More than 30 people were
killed and more than 100
were wounded. Mutanabbi
Street - the historic centre of
Baghdad bookselling, holds
bookstores and outdoor
bookstalls, cafes, stationery
shops, and even tea and
tobacco shops. It has been
the heart and soul of the Baghdad literary and intellectual community.
Any group that wants to control a people also wants to control the content of every printed page, and they inevitably come to
regard any other unsanctioned page as a possible threat. Oppression extracts not just a terrible human toll, but it also subtracts
the words and images of the writers /artists who hold and express the cultural memory of any people.
We are extending our call to letterpress printers to contribute a personal response to the bombing on
Mutanabbi Street. To date, we have received 42 broadsides from artists in the USA that may be viewed at the Florida
Atlantic University/Jaffe Center for Book Arts site: www.library.fau.edu./depts/spc/jaffe.htm.
This second call for works will also be archived on the website. We would like to invite more artists from around the world to
add to the archive, to bring the total to 130 broadsides, which is the approximate number of people killed and wounded on
Mutanabbi Street that day.
We are interested in a personal response from YOU. Your own writing, or the writing of poets in combination with powerful
visuals can speak to the commonality of Mutanabbi Street with our own streets. Using writing from Iraqi writers is also
Can you contribute a broadside print?
encouraged.
Here’s how it will work: We are asking each printer to contribute at least fifteen signed and numbered broadsides so that
we can make sets and sell them. Proceeds will benefit Doctors Without Borders. Sets will be offered for sale to Bay Area and
North Carolina libraries as well as other institutions - we are open to your recommendations.
Broadsides should be between 9” x 12” and 12” x 18” (portrait or landscape orientation). Paper is the choice and responsibility
of the printer. PLEASE be certain that copyright permission is held for any work you undertake; we will be unable to include
the broadside in the sets for sale if copyright is not indicated. The content is your choice, but we are hoping to work with Iraqi
and other Middle Eastern writers; please let us know if you would like to explore that option. SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY:
If you are interested in working with a contemporary author, some texts from the poetry and prose anthology Mutanabbi
Street Starts Here from Red Hen Press of Los Angeles are available now, with more available by the end of October.
DEADLINE FOR THE BROADSIDES: JANUARY 15TH 2009 (and 2nd round call APRIL 15TH 2009)
If you are interested in participating, please email robinsonli@ecu.edu You will be added to an email list and will receive
information as it develops, and we will know how many broadsides to plan to receive. * For further information contact:
Coordinator of Mutanabbi Street Broadside Project II, Lisa Beth Robinson, at robinsonli@ecu.edu or Beau Beausoleil at
overlandbooks@earthlink.net THANKS, and we look forward to working together.
MUTANABBI STREET STARTS HERE.
UK artists who would like to contribute, to save postage costs to the USA, you can deliver or send your prints to
Sarah Bodman, to be sent on at no cost to you, at: Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE, Bristol, School of Creative Arts
Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol, BS3 2JT, UK Tel: 0117 32 84915
Please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk to say they are coming when you send them.
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Call for Artists - WHO CAN LIVE IN THIS HOUSE
Project - Intervention - residency - shows
This is an invitation for artists to simultaneously take the
space as their temporary home, and at the same time, create
interventions in it during their residency. Invited artists will be
able to reside in the house, share and inhabit the place, as well
as creating work by engaging and manipulating it whilst taking
into consideration that the house must be kept functioning as
a home. The house is located on 3386 Chile St, Victoria,
San Fernando, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
It has five interior spaces - including what used to be a
ceramicist’s work place-, a kitchen, two bathrooms and a
spacious patio. Artists are welcome to propose projects to
intervene any of the provided spaces.
Local artists, artists from other Argentinean provinces and
foreign artists will be participating during this period.
Each intervention of the house will culminate with an Open
House. Resulting artists’ interventions will be on display and
open for visits.
The intention is to establish a dialogue between local and
visiting artists in their attitudes toward the house intervention
based in the concept of their practice.
All projects will be documented. Future resident artists will
have the opportunity to base their projects on the traces of
the intervention of preceding artists.
Organised by Lucrecia Urbano For further details please contact lu@lucreciaurbano.com.ar

INTERNET NEWS
John Risseeuw forwarded this link to ‘Nina Simone in moving
typography’: www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJA69C6SlRk
Which we loved, and Tom looked for more links and found
these:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=006oU1HF1O8
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gt3MRa7hh-I&feature=related
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4m7U6kFwGWs&feature=related
www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKJO8Sy0ugQ&feature=related
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVQAsDLzFxA&feature=related
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVPfTlpCKaw&feature=related
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4auzSBL3GVs&feature=related
If anyone else wants to send us links/give us their own type
animations, please do! Email Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk or
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
http://agoodideaonpaper.blogspot.com
Eleanor Jane Cardwell’s blog with lots of interesting items on
paper-based artworks
http://paperforest.blogspot.com
Paper-related posts with lots of information and projects from:
Jaime Zollars, Shelley Noble, Matt Hawkins and Dan McPharlin
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Kat Ran Press
To celebrate eleven months since the publication of Lance Hidy’s
Designing the Mentoring Stamp Kat Ran Press has uploaded over
300 Web pages showcasing over 300 postage stamps from their
collection of stamps designed by designers of typefaces.
19 celebrated designers are featured on these pages, including:
Wim Crouwel, S.H. de Roos, Adrian Frutiger, Eric Gill, S.L.
Hartz, Lance Hidy, Erik Spiekermann, Reynolds Stone, Georg
Trump, Gerard Unger, Julian Waters and Hermann Zapf
Get started on the collection here:
http://www.katranpress.com/stamps_about.html
Although it’s possible to pick and choose which designer’s
philatelic work you’d like to study, the easiest way to see all of
the stamps, is to simply click on one stamp to see the next.
The Cambridge Offices of Kat Ran Press
28 Myrtle Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
www.katranpress.com
Leonie Lachlan has made a blogspot site for her São Paulo
Sketchbook at http://saopaulosketchbook.blogspot.com
You can view images form her books as she uploads them,
during her two month trip to Brazil for the 28th Bienal de São
Paulo.
Leonie was born in a blizzard in January 1985. At the age of 5
she moved to Milton Keynes where she cultivated an interest
in the built environment, creating Sylvanian Family utopias on
the bottom bunk of her bed. In 2003 Leonie spent 16 hours in
airport corridor limbo in Lithuania, an experience which was to
influence her concern with psychological space.
In 2007 she was awarded a travel bursary for a trip to Brasilia
to study the architecture of Oscar Niemeyer. Her subsequent
exhibition resulted in Leonie being invited to read a paper about
her work at Niemeyer's 100th Birthday celebration symposium
at the University of Essex. Leonie graduated in Fine Art from
Newcastle University in 2008, she is currently creating a new
body of work to take with her on a return visit to Brazil in
October this year.
The Bonefolder Volume 5, No. 1, Fall 2008, ISSN 1555-6565
Available for free download: www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder
Table of contents:
Limp bindings from Tallinn- Monica Langwe Berg
An Overview of Fibers, Yarns, and Textiles for the Book Artist Amanda Thompson and Anna Embree
Thinking by the Book - Wendy Strauch-Nelson
Colours of Persia: The Making of a Book - Susan Allix
The Simplified Binding Examined - Laura Wait
Big Books: Constructing a Four Foot Springback - Charlene
Matthews
Modified for Re-use: Broken Ledger Bindings become Ledger
Enclosure - Karen Jones
2008 Bind-O-Rama - A look back on techniques introduced in
The Bonefolder
Plus three Book Reviews
Visit: www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder
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Andrew Norris has made a short film of the installations of his
recent exhibitions in Bristol and Zagreb, which can be viewed at:
http://artistsbooks.blog.hr
Francis Elliott and Foundry Press - a new website at:
http://www.franciselliott.com

revealing metallic barley pattern covering.
Leather tie, metal spiral binding. Graph
paper trace fly-leaf. Main body of book
printed onto accounting paper folded back
upon itself. 14 pages, ending with edition
number, signature and maker’s emboss.
For information about ordering this book,
please email jackie.batey@ntlworld.com

So Multiples - Newsletter # 10
The latest edition of the newsletter for multiples and other
contemporary artists editions is now available at:
www.so-multiples.com
Future Fantasteek!
Zine Issue 5
OCTOBER 2008 ...Credit Crunch Issue

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

Softback Zine printed in greyscale on yellow paper, with colour
center pages, includes a tipped-in dubious banknote and rubber
stamped flies. staple bound. A5 size containing 16 printed pages.
Bright pink card cover with yellow dots. Issue Five: Brighton
2008, edition size of fifty.
The credit crunch issue looks at liars, not using your brain and
spotting fakes. There’s free money from the bank of Future
Fantasteek included as a worthless free gift. The Damp Research
Facilities answer these questions: Why are people so nasty to
each other? Is greed really the future? How many of us have
eaten from the Tree of Stupidity? Can genetically enhanced
monkeys with clipboards replace office staff? And could octopus
DNA enable you to work longer hours? More pointless questions
to ponder in a disappointing world…
To view this zine go to:
http://www.dampflat.com/DAMPFLAT/books/zines/zine.htm
New publications from Bracketpress:
New works from Jackie Batey:
Catching fire from a distance by Youth
A new artist’s book by Jackie Batey called Headroom has been
touring the USA in the exhibition Shelter. The next venues are:
January - February 2009
Holy Cross College Art Gallery,
Worcester, MA
April 8 - May 3, 2009
Wells College, Aurora, NY
To flick through this book and
for more information please see
her website at:

A collection of 12 poems and illustrations by Youth
This booklet enables the reader to access a link to a free
download of Youth’s Catching fire from a distance album
featuring music, textures and spoken word. Youth is a founding
member of the influential art punk band Killing Joke, and a
highly successful record producer.
Printed for Killing Joke’s current world tour in an edition of 250
hand-numbered copies. Almost half of the print run sold out at
the opening shows in Tokyo, the remaining copies will be
available to buy on the UK and US legs of the tour.

www.dampflat.com/DAMPFLAT/books/headroom/index.htm

We have twenty-five of out-of-series [un-numbered] copies
available to friends of the press at £7.00 inc. UK P&P

Headroom has been created in an edition of 20. 290 mm x
110 mm, folded dark stationery card cover with cut-out title

210 mm x 138 mm, 28 pages printed on Strathmore Writing
Natural White 118gsm wove, JPP black cover 185gsm, 3-hole
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sewn. Hannemuhle Bugra Butten 130gsm black jacket with
letterpress printed title plate.
For more information on everything Youth, visit:
www.youth.me.uk or www.myspace.com/youthsound
On the visionary work and revolutionary life of an idle idol:
William Morris
An essay by John Mitchinson
“I have never been in any rich man’s house which would not
have looked the better for having a bonfire made outside of it of
nine-tenths of all that it held”.
In a life of only 62 years William Morris managed to be poet,
painter, engraver, weaver, dyer, designer, printer, retailer and
revolutionary, sometimes all at once. Littered with great quotes
and anecdotes, Mitchinson’s polemic illustrates how Morris,
the compulsive over-achiever, is such a great inspiration to
those concerned with downshifting and kicking our tawdry,
dull culture into touch.
Originally appearing in issue No.41 of the Idler, the essay has
been re-set and letterpress printed, with frontispiece by Edward
Burne-Jones and Kelmscott borders.
John Mitchinson is co-founder and director of Q.I.,
the popular book and television series.
The edition is two-hundred hand bound and numbered copies,
8 x 5 1/2 inches, 24 pages, letterpress printed on Zerkall 145gsm
mould made paper, quarter-bound in the Morris style, white
linen spine with Ingres covered boards.
£25.00 inc. UK P&P
We accept payment via PayPal, please e-mail your order and we
will send you a payment request form. Or payment by cheque in
British Pounds Sterling (UK customers only), made payable to
‘Bracketpress’.
Bracketpress, 183 Dunkirk Rise, College Bank, Rochdale,
Lancashire, England OL12 6UJ
www.bracketpress.co.uk

Poem Works “Camouflage” Volume IX
Soft-cover: 20 pages
Publisher: photographers’ gallery (October 29, 2008)
Price ¥525
Camouflage will have been published in 12 volumes by January
29, 2009 from February 29, 2008. These poem books will also
continue in the future.
Each volume is composed of 84000 characters (“/” slash 42000
and “\” back slash 42000) in total. “Camouflage” is a poetic
practice about the palindrome and the anagram, and the text
as criticism. At the same time it is visual poem. This poetry’s
background is Saussure’s anagram study.
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The title is taken from the following sentences of Nabokov’s
novel The Gift: “Striped and spotted with words, dressed in
verbal camouflage, the important idea he wished to convey
would slip through.”
Each issue is published as a soft-cover: 20 pages, by the
Photographers’ Gallery, Tokyo. Volumes I - VI are also available,
please visit the website for more information or to order.
Photographers’ Gallery: http://pg-web.net
pp@office.email.ne.jp
Shigeru Matsui: http://www008.upp.so-net.ne.jp/methodpoem/
Email: shigeru@td5.so-net.ne.jp

The Blue Notebook Journal for artists’ books
Vol 3 No 1: October 2008 is now available
Essays: Robyn Sassen considers the apartheid army as an
unexpected incubator for artists’ books in South Africa;
Dr Anne Hammond examines non-narrative sequence in
photographic books; Your Turn: experiments in narrative and
play is co-written by Patricia Allmer, Jonathan Carson,
Rosie Miller and John Sears, exploring the book as a site
for game-playing and storytelling; Kyoko Tachibana writes
about the current state of book arts in Japan, where graphic
design is prevalent, and artists’ books are often considered to
be “designed” by artists; Danny Flynn shares his experiments
with laser cutting acrylic to replace wood and metal type for
letterpress print; and Tate Shaw’s Enfolded by Holes, considers
the implications of our relationship with the open book.
Artists’ pages by: David Faithfull, Nick Thurston, Sandy
Christie, Baysan Yüksel, E F Stevens, seekers of lice and
Carson & Miller.
Cover, sticker and badge design by Beth White, with
illustrations by Penny White.
Subscription is £10 per annum, UK or International and
includes 2 issues - paper and online, a badge and some lovely
stickers. The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
ISSN 1751-1712 (Print)
ISSN 1751-1720 (Online)
Subscription forms are online at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm
book art object
A complete record of the 2007 CODEX Event.
There is a preface by Peter Koch and an introduction written
by David Jury outlining the historical relationship between
art, design, and the book. The following section contains the
illustrated transcripts of each of the four speakers: Robert
Bringhurst, Felipe Ehrenberg, Sarah Bodman, and Dr Stefan
Soltek, all devoted to the book as poets, historians, artists, and
publishers.
The book includes five essays written by prominent artists and
bookmakers from around the world: Crispen Elsted, Canada;
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Markus Fahrner, Germany; Martha Hellion, Mexico; Jadwiga
Jarvis, Australia; and Gerald Lange, United States of America.

The NewLights Press is tremendously proud to announce the
publication of: Brian Evenson’s The Drownable Species

The book is case-bound, 12 by 9 inches (portrait), contains 432
pages and approximately 735 full-colour images, and presents
the work of the artists, designers and printers who came to
California from all parts of the world. The work of the
exhibitors occupies 200 pages.

The Drownable Species is a fine print/artist’s book collaboration
between the NewLights Press (Aaron Cohick, et al.) and the
writer Brian Evenson.

The book contains an index of contact information and
historical details for every 2007 CODEX book fair exhibitor,
including descriptions of their working methods and current
work.

The process of making the book began with the story, which
is told by an unnamed narrator who is searching for his lost
brother-the only family he has left, as his mother and father died
in “two separate but equally suspicious water-related incidents.”
As he relates the story of his search, it becomes clear that he has
trouble keeping facts, faces, and reality itself from running
through his fingers.

book art object is edited and designed by David Jury and
copy-edited by J. O. Bugental. The photographer is Douglas
Sandberg.
Pre-order your copy today at $75.00 + $5.00 shipping within
the United States. For International orders see information at:
http://www.codexfoundation.org/publications.html
ISBN: 978-0-9817914-0-1
For ordering information visit www.peterkochprinters.com
or visit The CODEX foundation at: www.codexfoundation.org
Books will be shipped in early January 2009.
Distributed to the book trade by:
North America Oak Knoll Press, Inc. 310 Delaware St. New Castle, DE 19720
UK Central Books Ltd. 99 Wallis Road, London E9 5LN

The narrator’s tenuous sanity and “predisposition” to water
are reflected in the images and design of the book. The type,
letterpress printed from photopolymer plates, becomes
progressively unhinged from the orderly and predictable layout
expected of the pages, at times even flipping upside down,
as if reflected on the surface of a dark, alpine lake.
The images in the book were made by multiplying a single
image (a simple portrait style photograph of a man’s face)
into many images, through a series of crops, flips, and layerings,
coupled with a disruptive element introduced into the printing
process. This disruptive element is actually controlled “water
damage.” The images were inkjet printed on top of gesso, which
keeps the ink from being absorbed into the paper and drying
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immediately. Water, ink wash, and/or more gesso was poured
and brushed onto the still wet prints, causing the ink to splash,
spread, and bleed across the pages, merging with the type and
other images. As “the facts” of the narrator’s story become more
and more fluid and the story builds to its climax, so too does
the book itself. It activates the tense space between the precise
mechanics of printing and the chaotic nature of moving water,
as well as between the expected “transparency” of the printed
pages and their articulated physicality-buckled, stained, and
splattered by layers of ink, paint, and water.
The NewLights Press is an independent publisher of
experimental literature and artists’ books, concentrating on
where the two can and do overlap. The press was founded by
Aaron Cohick in Baltimore in 2000, and currently resides in
San Francisco.
Brian Evenson is the author of seven books of fiction, most
recently The Open Curtain (Coffee House), which was a finalist
for an Edgar Award and an IHG Award and was among
Time Out New York’s top books of 2006. He lives and works
in Providence, Rhode Island, where he directs Brown
University’s Literary Arts Program. He has translated work by
Christian Gailly, Jean Frémon and Jacques Jouet. He has
received an O. Henry Prize as well as an NEA fellowship.
A novel, Last Days, and a new collection of stories, Fugue State,
are forthcoming in 2009.
The Drownable Species
A short story by Brian Evenson with images from the
Newlights Press: Aaron Cohick, et al. Text typeset in
Palatino and letterpress printed from photopolymer plates.
Images printed digitally and manipulated by hand.
48 pages, hardcover. Variant edition of 40 plus 10 artist’s proofs,
signed by author and artist. Price $400
For more information please contact Aaron Cohick at
newlightspress@gmail.com

New from Enitharmon Editions: Talking About Aldo
Talking About Aldo is the fourth book which Dine, one of the
greatest post-war printmakers, has worked on with Enitharmon
Editions.

Deluxe Edition: 75 numbered
copies, cloth bound in a
matching slipcase, each
accompanied by a signed
original etching by Jim Dine
entitled Aldo Crommelynck
Now, printed in New York
on 300gsm Hahnemühle
copperplate warm white paper
(the etching measures 33.5 x
30 cm). Introductory offer
(price guaranteed until 31st
March 2009): £650
Regular edition (softbound, without editioned print): £19.95
For more information or orders please contact Enitharmon
Editions, 26b Caversham Road, London NW5 2DU
Tel: 0207 4825967
www.enitharmon.co.uk / info@enitharmon.co.uk
Fresh Fruit + Tables is a new book of texts and drawings by
David Bellingham which was distributed free of charge through
UK libraries in September 2008. Edinburgh: National Library of
Scotland / Scottish Poetry Library, Glasgow: Mitchell Library,
London: The Poetry Library at the Southbank Centre / National
Art Library at the Victoria and Albert Museum, Stirling: All
local branch libraries throughout the area / Stirling Central
Library/ University of Stirling Library.
The book is also available as a free PDF download from
http://www.freshfruitandtables.com

productiongray editions fundraiser
Limited edition collector’s calendar
Two fabulous styles - factory boys or factory girls
This past September I was invited by studio 303 and out
productions to participate in a group show entitled factory
project. The exhibition recreated an experimental Warholian
inspired factory.

Aldo Crommelynk began his career printing for Picasso and
Matisse. Dine, who worked with Crommelynk in his Paris atelier
for over 20 years, says that ‘He is so much greater than any other
in the world that to call him Printer is all that is necessary.’
Dine made 121 etchings with Crommelynk, including the
series Nancy Outside in July and The Temple of Flora. In these
fascinating interviews with Marco Livingstone, he recounts the
unusual and inspired processes involved in creating his iconic
works. The book is a unique homage of artist to printer.
Alongside the interviews and the illustrations of etchings from
earlier in his career, Dine has created a striking portrait of
Crommelynk specially for this publication.
The book is an important supplement to the research material
in the catalogue raisonné, and a significant artist’s book in its
own right.
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For this show I installed a working studio entitled factory office.
Guylaine Bédard took photographs and I reworked her portraits
to create original Warhol-like prints. They were then printed
on-site 12” x 18”. I selected 24 out of over 200 portraits for
this calendar project.
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Proceeds from the sale of this
calendar will help finance my
next artist’s book. Thanks and
wishing you all the best for 2009.
Only $20 USD each or two for
$30 USD
An excellent, unique stocking
filler! To buy, email Gray at:
studio@productiongray.com
5” x 2.75”, beautiful translucent
packaging, signed and
numbered limited editions: boys 1-101/101 girls 1-101/101

Hand Papermaking Magazine: Winter 2008 The Book Arts Issue
Artist and publisher Inge Bruggeman gives her top picks of
recent artist books that utilise handmade paper in “loud and
subtle” ways.
Librarian and publisher Jae Rossman shares her insights on hand
papermaking in artists’ books.
Rory Golden discusses the use of Japanese handmade papers in
contemporary artist books.
Jim Croft shares his working philosophy of making paper and
books using old ways from the medieval age.
Michael Durgin on the National Museum of Women in the
Arts, Book Arts Collection.
Paper Samples: Two new bookbinding papers by Cave Paper Inc.
Paper Sample: Alabama Mule Dung Paper by Steve Miller and
Glenn House.
Rose Folsom on the collaboration of calligraphy and papermaking (adapted from her essay accompanying Hand Papermaking's
eighth limited-edition portfolio).
John Risseeuw remembers Jules Heller (1919-2007).
Aliza Thomas reviews the Holland Paper Biennial 2008.
Anne McKeown reviews A Ripple in the Water, a documentary
film by Eileen Foti and Patricia Piroh.
Amanda Degener reviews Dorothy Field’s new book, Paper and
Threshold.

Auras and Levitations by Susan Hiller (published by Book
Works, November 2008)
Susan Hiller’s most recent artist’s book pays homage to two
images of aspiration, fantasy and sublimation. Yves Klein’s
‘Leap Into The Void’, and Marcel Duchamp’s ‘Portrait of
Dr. R. Dumouchel’. Both embrace the phastasmagorical legacy
of modernist art; in the former, the shaman's defiance of gravity,
in the latter, the clairvoyant’s perception of human auras.
In her miniature book, Hiller has assembled images sourced
from the internet, all paying indirect homage to these two artists’
gestures. She presents a sequence of levitations, back-to-back
with a series of images of auras, so constructing an occult legacy
thriving in popular culture, in which the artist's gesture is
reincarnated in the democratic medium of the internet.
Auras and Levitations is co-published by Book Works and the
ICA, London, as part of the ICA’s 60th anniversary celebrations.
Printed offset in an edition of 1,000 copies, colour and b/w,
160 pages with a soft cover. Edited and designed by Jen Wu.
110 x 77 mm, ISBN 978 1 906012 07 6, Price £12.00
Auras and Levitations (Special Edition)
A special edition book with a purple vellum binding, marbled
endpapers, gilt edges, and housed in a slip case, produced by
Book Works’ Studio. The book is accompanied by a colour print
from the Auras series, presented in a folder. Print size 233 x 203
mm. The book and the artist’s print are signed and numbered
by the artist in an edition of 10, plus Artist’s Proofs.
Launch Price £450.00 (until 31/01/2009)
Price £550.00 (from 01/02/2009)
For further information: www.bookworks.org.uk

You can buy online, subscriptions cost:
One Year - North America $50
(includes two magazines and four newsletters)
One Year - Rest of World $75
(includes two magazines and four newsletters)
Hand Papermaking is a non-profit, educational organisation,
founded in 1986. Its mission is to advance traditional and
contemporary ideas in the art of hand papermaking through
publications and other educational means. The organisation’s
main programme has been the semi-annual Hand Papermaking
magazine and the accompanying, quarterly Hand Papermaking
Newsletter. The organisation has produced its series of limited
edition portfolios documenting contemporary handmade papers
since 1994.
Visit http://www.handpapermaking.org/payments/ordnew.html
for more details or to order.

THE WHITENESS by Claire Illouz
An excerpt from Moby Dick, by Herman Melville. The chase
of the White Whale leads H. Melville to this wandering over
Whiteness, and its omnipresence in nature as a non-colour
“from which we shrink”. In this edition, the printing with no
ink of the text enhances the meditative silence of this famous
reverie.
2 original double-page etchings (1 in colour), and 3 original
embossed prints, by Claire Illouz. Text printed by Jean-Jacques
Sergent in embossed letterpress. Limited edition of 25, on BFK
Rives paper. Case colour: white. 25 x 33 x 3 cm.
Printed in France in 2008. Price: 450 Euros
Contact: Claire Illouz, 2 impasse de la clef des champs 95510
Chérence, France. cillouz@wanadoo.fr / www.cillouz.com
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information as material is proud to present Sharon Kivland’s
new book An Agent of the Estate
Sharon Kivland’s series of books explores Freud and architecture
(L’esprit d’escalier, 2007), Freud and the gift of flowers (with
Forbes Morlock, forthcoming, 2009), and the reason Freud
changed hotels in Paris in 1885 (forthcoming, 2010).
In another series, Freud on Holiday, Kivland’s books re-imagine
journeys made (and sometimes dreamt) by Freud to European
cities (Volume I: Freud Dreams of Rome; Volume II: A Disturbance
of Memory; and - forthcoming - Volume III: The Forgetting of
a Proper Name). Kivland’s artistic experiments with psychoanalytic readings have been published in the UK and France, and
she has exhibited internationally.

Sharon Kivland has followed Freud from Trieste to Athens,
in a vain attempt to reconstruct a moment of melancholy
that is not her own, and to re-experience a disturbance of
memory that is not hers either. She has haunted the Freud
Museums in London and Vienna, more at home on the
unhomely stairs, as though in lingering improperly and
listening at doors, an alien guest, she might find more than a
petrified spectre of psychoanalysis. In An Agent of the Estate
she invites the reader to follow her tour of properties, with
detours through stations and board games. Adept in
ventriloquism and other uncanny tricks, she offers a buyer’s
guide to some of the dwelling-places of psychoanalysis, while
reminding the reader that the ego is not master in its own house.
ISBN 978-0-9553092-8-1
32 pages, softback, sewn, 14 black and white photographs,
£7.50
Distributed by Cornerhouse, Manchester.
www.cornerhouse.co.uk
information as material was established in 2002 to publish
work by artists who use extant material, selecting it and
reframing it to generate new meanings, and who in doing so,
disrupt the existing order of things.
information as material
9 Don Avenue, York, Y024 2PT UK
www.informationasmaterial.com
Lois Palframan
Life Book
This is a variable open edition of unique books, each one hand
drawn from the inspirations of dreams and visions of the night,
a Dream Sensibility.
They emerge over time, and the only format they follow is the
uniformity of pages, size and binding. Each book contains: hand
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drawings with plant crayon,
recycled pencil,
plant paints and stick.
15 x 21 cm, 70 pp,
hardbound by bookbinder
Sue Callaghan, Sheffield,
canvas cover with hand
drawings on spines and
covers by Lois Palframan.
£100 each
Enquiries to: Lois Palframan
47 Firshill Close, Sheffield
S4 7BL
Tel: 0114 2435504

A new book by Lorelei Clark
the woman in the green coat
I took my coat, journal, cameras, GPS and laptop on an RV trip
from one side of the USA (SF) to the other (NY) over a period
of 2 months. Out of this came my first mass-produced artist’s
book. The book is contemporary and has a punk philosophy
of life, a lick and stick, pick your own adventure feel, without
all the naive, quasi-militant answers. What punk is going to
be when it grows up, the certainty of the act is still there, the
experience, but its relationship with conceptual art has spawned
new depth and alternative meanings.
The narrative is voiced by the woman in the green coat. She is
cheerful, lively strong, confident, vigorous and trusts herself,
certain of who she is and what she stands for. However she is
polyphonic, and these other voices run as subtexts through the
work which allow for significant projection by the reader/viewer.
One of these subtexts is a search for love, appropriate because
this first book was a honeymoon trip. Love is pan-human and
fundamental, it runs deeper than family, ethnic or ancestral
roots, down there with all the repressed and compressed, our
ancient fears and passions, that are usually excluded from daily
life. That is why all love stories, self-absorbed personal issues,
so easily become collective experiences. Another subtext, the
soundtrack of the trip, was provided by 8000 miles of radio
hunting, so these songs in the book are another type of record
of the trip, like the photographs they act as readymade artefacts
or souvenirs, and also a type of ritual performance that can be
entered into by the reader.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

So the images are from the road trip automotive point of view,
flattened by the logic of the windscreen and in turn the page
itself. A significant part of the road trip is not only the idea of
exploration but also the possibility of getting lost, and it is this
uncertainty that creates the possibility of change. The journey
is a metaphor for self discovery - getting outside of yourself is
a way of seeing how you fit into the world. Travelling further
is going further into life, and further into the great beyond
of ourselves.
Travel carries a person away from what they know, outside
their normal boundaries and beliefs, making the self a site of
great change and connecting a person to the essential mysteries
of life. This book could be an adventure, a love story, a journey
of awakening or enlightenment. It’s definitely a metaphor
positioned somewhere in the blurry area between fact and fiction
and a ritual encounter with the other and all its Freudian and
Jungian connotations and serendipitous communications.
This book is digitally printed each page in full colour and
perfect bound using online publishing services.
Size: 15 x 21 cm (A5)
Number of Pages: 200
First Edition Size and Date: 1000 (2008)
Retail price: AUS$75
Please email: lagoongrass@bigpond.com for more information.

New Publications from Black and White Cat Press:
Extricate 9 by David M.Birchall
This latest issue of illustrative narrative/comics book Extricate
features two true stories: ‘Another Good One for an Acid
Freak Out’ a sprawling tour account of a run in with one of
Glasgow’s most extraordinary characters and ‘The Oracle at
Delphi’ the tale of minds being blown by Lee Perry’s dub
while on a scrambled and epic hitchhike to catch a ferry over
the Corinthian Gulf. The 28 pages of comic are printed on the
in-house Risograph stencil machine in green, blue and orange on
100% 100 gsm recycled paper, it looks and smells great! £3.50
Tegne 2 various artists
Long awaited second issue of the Press’ ongoing comic/drawn/
printed art compilation. The cover of this 40 page comic features
a two-colour Risograph print based on an original linocut by
Helen Brealey on 160 gsm watercolour paper. This time featuring great work from across the globe contributors include Laima
Jaunzema (Riga) Zeke Clough (Salford) Dr. Nightfield (Berlin)
Jethro Brice, Crippa Almqvist (Berlin) Tim Gaze (Adelaide)
Dave Birchall (Manchester) Honeypears (Glasgow) Mara
Duchomor (Prague) Nick Birchall (Leicester) Roni Fahima (Tel
Aviv) Malcy Duff (Edinburgh) Afsoon Hayley (London/Persia)
£3.30
Anthology of Images by Nicholas Birchall
Representing the best part of over 30 years of drawing and
refining his style we are pleased to finally present Nicholas
Birchall’s ‘Anthology of Images: The Organic Computer’.

noology, a book of glitch poetry &/or asemic writing
&/or visual noise by Tim Gaze was recently published by
Arrum Press

The book features Nick’s visionary
cartoons and comic strips in his
trademark melting and distorting
style influenced by the psychedelic art
of the 1960s that has been refined over
the past 3 decades in a unique line and
style of his own.
A large format, black and white A3
book of 24 pages, this book was printed
in-house with the Risograph machine
onto 100 gsm off white paper and then painstakingly handbound by the artist into an edition of 90 copies. The book
has a heavy weight 160 gsm card cover and sturdy backboard
to make it a lasting edition. £10
See more at www.blackandwhitecatpress.org

“Many innovative artists & experimental poets & daring
publishers are using on-line services such as Lulu.com to handle
the distribution & printing of their works. in the sense of a
hand-made, unique book, noology does not qualify as an artist’s
book. however, all of the works in it were created with cheap,
simple materials at home. scanning & altering the images also
done at home. emailed the finished pages to my friend, who
uploaded it to Lulu, & put his Arrum Press imprint on it. so,
this book results from a simple, personal, cottage-industry series
of acts, & therefore could be described as an artist’s book from
that angle. Tim is a poet & author of essays, as well as a brut
calligrapher & micropublisher. Avance Publishing
http://avance.randomflux.info/ gives a sample of his taste.”
To download a copy freely, or purchase a printed copy visit
www.lulu.com/content/3737514

Temporary Services has started a publishing house and
online store: Half Letter Press and have just released their first
self-published book, Public Phenomena
This book is the result of over ten years of photographic
documentation and research on the variety of modifications and
inventions people make in public. From roadside memorials to
makeshift barriers, people consistently alter shared common
spaces to suit their needs, or let both man-made and natural
aberrations run wild. The result is a new kind of public space with creative and inspiring moments that push past the original
planned design of cities.
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Images and text by: Temporary Services, Polonca Lovsin, Joseph
Heathcott & Damon Rich, Bostjan Bugaric, Ana Celigoj, Masa
Cvetko, Marko Horvat, Meta Kos, Darjan Mihajlovic, Danijel
Modrej, Maja Modrijan, and Sonja Zlobko.
152 full-colour pages. You can purchase the book directly from
them for $15.00 using Paypal. www.halfletterpress.com

Biennial. Publications include; Bite Marks in Paper (Nieves),
Paper Poems (Nieves), Three Days (Gladtree Press), and
numerous privately published editions. Myers’ work is included
in collections at the British Library, the Poetry Library London,
MoMA New York and Tate Britain.
In the new zine, Studies for Words, a series of haphazard shapes
mutate and combine to form rudimentary structures.

New publications from Redfoxpress:
C’est mon dada - A collection of small artists’ books
dedicated to experimental, concrete and visual poetry,
or any work combining text and visual arts in the spirit of
dadaism or fluxus.

Words to Breathe Inside (Rollo Press, edition of 200, 2008)

Anna Banana The true Confessions of A. Banana
A6 format, 10.5 x 15 cm, 40 pages, October 2008,hardcover,
thread and quarter cloth binding, laser printing on ivory paper.
Price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 10 UK Sterling
Subscription Editions 2009
Third Annual Series
Four booklets/multiples/prints/original artworks posted to
subscribers throughout 2009
For more information please see: www.rickmyers.co.uk

C for Brecht edited by Les Coleman
Texts and postcards. A6 format, 10.5 x 15 cm, 44 pages
October 2008, hardcover, thread and quarter cloth binding
laser printing on ivory paper. Price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 10 UK
Sterling
Order your copy by email or subscribe to the collection
and receive each book with invoice. No charges for postage.
For more information: www.redfoxpress.com/dada.html
Redfoxpress
Francis Van Maele, Dugort, Achill Island
County Mayo, Ireland
info@redfoxpress.com

Two new books from Indulgence Press:
Time Frames and Dust To Dust
Time Frames captures the phenomenological experience of
architectural space distilled into images. Arthur C. Danto
writes the introduction, “The Past in the Present”. The project
has its origin in Thomas Leslie Rose's memoir, written in
1932-33 and has been edited by his grandson Thomas Albert
Rose to the sections describing his apprenticeship with the
architect J.J. Egan and his evolution as a practicing architect.
Four U.S. buildings, designed between 1900 and 1926,
by Thomas Leslie Rose and his partner Charles Kirchhoff
constitute the body of the book; they are the Orpheum Theater
in Minneapolis, Minnesota; the Palace Theater in New York,
New York; and the Herman Uihlein residence and Second Ward
Savings Bank in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

New books from Rick Myers:
Based in Manchester UK, and Massachusetts USA, Rick Myers
has exhibited in London, Stockholm, Tokyo, Toronto, New York
and Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden, Germany. His Funnel
Vision Portable Museum was shown at the 2004 Liverpool
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The book explores the beauty, romanticism, and mystery
imbedded in the drawings and revealed in the structures and
opens a dialogue on architecture as the embodiment of time. It
acts as a document of time that frames the past in the present.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

The Art-O-Mat project required 50 pieces priced at $5 each.
To cover production costs, the edition was done as 100 books at
$5 each. With 50 books sold immediately upon completion of
the book (at the Pyramid Atlantic Book Fair and the MCBA
Fall Festival), the remaining 50 are available exclusively in
Art-O-Mat machines (www.art-o-mat.org for locations and
information).
Size: 2 x 3 x 1 inches
Edition Size: 100, numbered and signed
Price: $5 USD

Wilber H. Schilling at Indulgence Press was consultant for
design and production of Time Frames, and bookbinder.
Size: 19 x 28 x 1 inches closed, 19 x 68 x 1 inches opened
Cover: Machined aluminum, clear anodized
Text: 25 pages (foreword, introduction and edited memoir)
Images: 77 photographs of the interiors and exteriors of four
buildings and their drawings-plan, elevation and section.
102 pages printed on old drafting linen similar to that used at
the time of the original architectural projects, 1900-1926
Edition Size: Seven (7) Price: $5000 US
Dust To Dust an Indulgence Press book by Wilber H. Schilling,
was inspired by and created for the Art-O-Mat® project.
Clark Whittington, National Bureau Chief, and his team jury
submitted artwork for acceptance. Amongst other criteria,
the work must be a specific size to fit into the Art-O-Mat
art-vending machines (repurposed cigarette pack dispensing
machines, circa 1950).

Additional inspiration for Dust To Dust came from the quote,
“An empty book is like an infant’s soul, in which anything may
be written. It is capable of all things, but contains nothing.” Thomas Traherne, 1637-1674
This quote became the text of the book and is letterpress printed
on the inside flap of the Dust To Dust box. The contents of the
box brings the text to life, illustrating it with objects: A blank
book is blind embossed (letterpress/polymer plate) with an
empty vessel, suggesting the infant’s empty soul, and a pencil
suggests the ‘reader’ write something, anything, in the book.
The box is hand crafted with the exterior archival pigment
printed to resemble a ‘decayed volume’. The title is gold foil
stamped onto the box cover.

Indulgence Press
250 North 3rd Avenue, Studio #224
Minneapolis, MN 55401, USA
Tel: (001) 612-803-5617
www.indulgencepress.com
Tim Daly Creating Digital Photobooks (Argentum 2008)
ISBN 1902538552
Available from Amazon.co.uk £16.99
Ever since the earliest days of photography the production and
publication of a book of their own work has been one of the
dreams of most photographers, but one that would remain a
fantasy for all but that tiny minority who could attract the
attention of commercial publishers. But now, with the advent
of digital printing technology, the cost of producing your own
photobook can be less than the price of a packet of inkjet paper
and, thanks to the internet, the costs and complications of
disseminating the finished product have been dramatically
reduced. Moreover, you can use your desktop computer to
design, print, advertise and distribute you own photobook
without ever leaving the comfort of home or office.
Whether your aim
is to promote your
work, display it to
other photographers,
create a record of the
results of a personal
project or simply
entertain family and
friends, the digital
photobook offers a
practical, economical
means of producing a
unique, high quality
product of which you can be proud. Tim Daly has been making
hand-made books of his own photographs for over twenty-five
years and is an enthusiastic evangelist for the new opportunities
opened up by the combination of digital printing and on-line
service providers. In this book he shows readers with no prior
knowledge of graphic design, printing, publishing or even photography how, without using specialist design software, they can
make a collection of their most prized images available in the
most interactive, permanent and portable form possible - a book.
Tim Daly is the author of The Digital Printing Handbook, the
Digital Colour Printing Handbook and Creating ExhibitionQuality Digital Prints, all published by Argentum. He teaches
photography at the University of Chester and writes regularly
for the photographic press.
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REPORTS
The Attraction of Mountains & Aberfeldy Artist’s Book Festival
If you hold up a plumb line close to a mountain it will be pulled
in towards the large mass. This is called the Attraction of
Mountains - in 1774 an observation post was set up just outside
Aberfeldy at the great mountain of Schiellion in Perthshire.
Members of the Royal Societies came to the area to record this
phenomenon. Contour lines on maps where also first drawn here
now universally employed in map making.
There is a certain similarity here with this attraction of mountains and Aberfeldy’s first Book Festival. At the Temple Gallery
during the month of October an outpost was set up for people
to study, purchase and enjoy the phenomenon of artists’ books.
Attended by academicians such as David Faithfull, Brigid
Collins, Lucy May Schofield and Hilary Judd they laid their
work out on surveyors desks, roll-top bureaus and hanging
shelves. Little origami boats hung in the windows of the gallery
as a symbol of the traveller and books made by Joanne Kaar,
Jane Hyslop and works from the Hestan Isle press spoke of
journeying or distance or place. Half a wooden Canadian canoe
sat upright as shelving for the
books and inside steering a course
in the intimate world of the book
nested volumes on birds such as
Mat Osmond’s The Bird’s Dream,
Stephanie Black’s nesting box filled
with chapbooks on birds, Sandra
Vicks Call of birds and Gareth
Brooks’ Call of the Wild featuring
little drawings of birds, flora and
fauna. The science of Alec Finlay
and David Faithfull’s work married
with elements of botany, natural
history and ornithology gave this
little gallery world such an air of wonder that I am half sure if
you hold up an artist’s book here the plumb bob will draw in.
There was also a competition and this year’s winners will receive
prizes sponsored in part by Windsor & Newton, The Temple
Gallery, Staedtler and R.K. Burt paper. The winners like
scientists, of the artist’s book realm got the mix of research and
production just right. Their prizes are simple acknowledgments
of their industry yet I hope that everyone that took part is aware
of how important their contribution was.
Winners
Janet Johnson - Little Book of Grey (Best written Content)
Jane Hyslop - Edinburgh (Best Design)
Gareth Brooks - Call of the wild (Best Overall Book I)
Hilary Judd - Over On Under (Best Overall book II)
The gallery will now have artists’ books for sale permanently
and those interested in sending work can do so by contacting
The Temple Gallery through the website at
www.thetemplegallery.co.uk
The website will also post details of next years Festival and
other exhibitions.

Jane Tudge, Fragile Power at Robert Phillips Gallery
Riverhouse Arts Centre, Walton-on-Thames
www.riverhousebarn.co.uk
Review by Coline Milliard
Walking along the beach, picking up the flotsam spewed on
to the shore, facing the sea like facing oneself; Jane Tudge’s
installation Saudade (2006) was triggered by a visit to the
favourite seaside of a dear relative now deceased, and the piece
encapsulates the quietness of this moment of contemplation.
On the gallery floor, ordered in large geometrical panels,
pebble-like plaster casts bear the hollow imprints of the debris
Tudge collected that day. Sometimes identifiable as a feather or
a bottle top, sometimes no more than a scar on the soft skin
of the plaster, these marks of absence signal the confusion of
remembrance, which jumbles up the readable with the
unreachable, vivid recollections with vacuums.
Saudade marks a turning point in the artist’s practice. Previously,
Tudge had been working on a series of paintings based on the
harrowing pictures of Abu Ghraib prisoners. Perhaps realising
that no image could compete with the horror of the existing
photographs, the artist started to develop a visual language
based on evocation more than representation; in which her
mute palette of whites and greys and the delicate texture of her
materials all contribute to the feeling of peacefulness that now
characterises her work. Saudade also sparked off an investigation
into the mechanisms of memory - later fed on by the discovery
of Daniel Schacter’s writings - which found its fullest realisation
to date in Petites Madeleines Project (2008).

Petites Madeleines
Project (2008)
Jane Tudge

During our conversation, Tudge talked about a time when
she didn’t have any childhood memories, and the feeling
of unsettlement this provoked. It was only upon seeing her
stepmother’s old doll - represented in the exhibition on
photographic transfers - that, in a Proustian flash, she started
to recover lost moments of her past. These memories form the
bulk of Petites Madeleines Project, in which, as if to prevent
them from escaping a second time, they were trapped by the
artist in tin cans. Each can hides an evocation of a remembered
event written on a folded piece of tracing paper: wet Saturday
afternoons doing origami, a lost engagement ring miraculously
found in the garden, daisies picked on lawns. The actual
presence of these minute pieces of past in the cans is
fundamental to the piece, and characteristic of Tudge’s method.
‘Everything I do comes from a point of truth’, she says.
Petites Madeleines Project isn’t a metaphor for remembrance,
it is a genuine archive, stocked with material painstakingly
retrieved by the artist.

Ryan Hannigan, organiser, The Temple Gallery
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To remember is to reconstruct, often to reinvent. With Petites
Madeleines Project, Tudge takes an extra step in this shift from
the experienced to the recreated and turns her memories into
objects, allowing them to belong not only to the mental and
emotional realm, but also to her tangible reality.

STOP PRESS!
12TH INTERNATIONAL
CONTEMPORARY ARTIST’S BOOK FAIR
FRIDAY 6 & SATURDAY 7 MARCH 2009
11.00AM–6.00PM
The Parkinson Court, University of Leeds, UK
All prospective exhibitors should book their table with the
signed booking form and payment no later than
FRIDAY 12 DECEMBER 2008.
If you require any further information please contact the
Book Fair Co-ordinators Chris Taylor or John McDowall by
email: book.fair@ntlworld.com

Individually, the tins work like pieces of book art that can be
opened and read; when displayed together, their content
becomes inaccessible, locked up in a tantalising heap of sealed
boxes. Only the images on the labels hint at what is jealously
kept inside. Many cans are also left unmarked, sometimes
crushed on the floor, pouring out empty pieces of paper.
Like the erased plaster casts in Saudade, these are both patches
of oblivion and memories-in-potential, waiting the right
stimulus to be activated and retrieved. In Petites Madeleines
Project, viewers are left to imagine what this past, sketched
under their eyes with a few intelligible signs, could have been;
they are invited to navigate a map defined by its blanks as much
as by its symbols.
Another way to engage with Petites Madeleines Project is to get
into the artist’s game: the images on the labels, banal enough
to be evocative for many,
can function for the viewers
like the soft tea-soaked cake
did for Proust. More than
just a partial disclosure of
the artist’s memories, these
pictures encourage the
viewers to rediscover their
own. During a residency
at Ludlow College, Tudge
extended this inclusion of
others in her work by asking
some of the students with
whom she was working to
write down their own
recollections, which were
later included in a second version of Petites Madeleines Project.
For the exhibition Fragile Power, Tudge invites the visitors to
contribute to a further version of the project with one or more
of their personal memories. Once collected and canned, they
will find their place in a larger installation combining the piece’s
three versions: a conjugation of to remember at the first, second
and third person.
Coline Milliard is an art writer based in London. She is a regular
contributor to Art Review, Modern Painters and Art Monthly and
has also written for Contemporary, Flash Art International,
Frieze.com, Art Press, Untitled, Metropolis M and MAP.
She holds MAs in Curating Contemporary Art (Royal College
of Art) and Art History (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne).

Well, it’s that time of year again already…
Many thanks to all of our contributors for sending in news

We wish all our readers and writers
A Peaceful and Happy 2009

UWE Bristol Exhibitions
Bower Ashton Library opening hours, term time:
Mon - Thurs 08.45 - 20.00, Friday 08.45 - 17.00
Saturday 09.30 - 13.00
Please call to check opening hours before travelling
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation
periods (usually Mon - Fri 09.00 - 17.00, closed Saturdays)
Library issue desk Tel: 0117 328 4750
If you have any book arts news, please email items for the
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Please supply any images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)
NEXT DEADLINE: 5TH JANUARY 2009
FOR THE JANUARY - FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol School of Creative Arts, Department of Art
and Design, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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